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Ti,is  paper  was fiitparfd   ir. r eì riury   1^73   in ordf-r  to  ¡ < jve  nr.  a 

ha:;is for dincuLsion Letwe< i.  reprc.-.iiritat ìves  of  IJKIDO  and   1CSIL). 

The   ideas  and pr&poraìs  t/pressed   in this document  do not  pretend 

to reflect  an  official   opinion,   neither of  1CSID nor of any other 

institution or group of  industrial designers.     The author considered 

the guidelines  given by UNIDO which refer  to the  iterr.s thic paper  should 

cover and to  its purpose:    to  nerve as an  "eye-opener". 

The  author  has tried to given an account   of the role  industrial 

design could play as a development factor in developing countries. 

This paper  is lased on a five years work experience as industrial 

designer in developing countries in Latin America, part of which 

was under contract of an international agency.    Furthermore there    have 

been consulted publications dealing with ' .ie subject matter "Industrial 

Design/Developing Countries/Development". 

There exist  today different  opinions (reflecting different  intereste) 

about the iole  industry could and should play in developing countries. 

As no opinion can pretend to possess universal validity,  the author has 

made use of the right to present a point of view which he can stand 

for and which he considers to do justice to the interests of developing 

countries. 
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I.    Historical  notes 

As  a profession  Industrial  Design became   recognized about   two 

generations ago,   when for the firat  time university courtes  xn  this 

speciality wert offered in Europe and the United States. 

As an activity,  however,   it  reaches back  to the  19th century, 

when industrialization started to change the physiognomy of the 

material world. 

As a tool for development,   especially export promotion,   its 

role was recognized as early as  in the first decade of this century. 

As a tool  of marketing it became used at  the beginning of the 

thirties. 

As an area of government promotion it became established  in the 

mid-forties. 

II.    Description of industrial design 

(a)    From art-inclined to technology-inclined interpretation» 

One interpretation of Industrial Design is as a marriage between 

Art and Technology or Art and Industry.    This interpretation shows 

the difficulties which arise when a new phenomenon is explained in 

terms of already existing, known phenomena.    It does not give information 

about the character of industrial design to call it a mixture of art 

and technology. 

In its beginnings,  industrial design, which was not called by that 

name, was assigned the task of embellishing ugly industrial products. 

Art (with capital letters) was thoughtof as a "civilizing" force for 

(brutal)  industry. 

According to another opinion industrial design can be explained 

as a result of the failure of engineering professions;    assuming 

that engineers possess neither aesthetical sensibility nor the capacity 

of synthesis,  i.e. to see the product as a whole.    Whereas the industrial 

designer is considered as an especially gifted individual whose task 

consists of coordinating the efforts of otiier professionals.    -This 

opinion lacks empirical basis and results from wishful thinking.    It 

has caused justified suspicion among industrialists and technologists 

and cannot be considered a tactically adequate way to introduce industrial 

design into industry. 



The  afort'-r entioned  opinions o\ er-e-mphafn ze  the aesthetical  and 

cultural  aspects  of  industrial  design,   neglecting other equally  or 

even n,ore  important aspects euch as u ••" _vj^u£,  productivity and 

technological  innovation. 

In the hietory of industrial design one can observe a shift 

from art-inclined interpretations to technology-inclined,  and even 

to science-inclined interpretations. 

II. (b)    The rcrt  of indu trial  desi/ i 

Industrial  design if  tightly interwoven with and dependent  on 

the socio-economic context  in which it  is exercised.    Therefore 

it is unsou'' to try to 1^alata a universally acceptable definition 

of industrial design,    ""here might exist general agreement as to 

what the industrial designer is doing,  but disagreement may arise 

when the question "what for?"    has to b« answered.    Method and content 

of this activity may be quite similar in the different part« of tha 

world where industrial design is uractisedj    objectives on the contrary 

will differ. 

Nevertheless, during the cours* of the last two decades there 

have been proposed various formulations of industrial design which 

coincida in certain traits of this activity and which might form a 

meeting ground for general consensus. 

Industrial design centres around the following topicss 

(i)    It ia concerned with the improvement of useability of industrial 

products which forms part of the over-all quality of a product. 

Prom the point of view of industrial design, a product is primarily 

an object which provides certain servicaa, thus satisfying needs of 

the user. 

(ii)    It  is concerned with "formal properties" of industrial products. 

Formal characteristics refer to the over-all appearance of a product, 

including ite three-dimensional configuration,  it» "physiognomy", 

ite texture and colour.    (The ter« "formal" ia preferred to the term 

"aesthetical",  being more descriptive than evaluative.) 
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(ni)     It   is an  innovât ive  activity.   It   is  one  special  type of t< <} ici o¿;i r al 

innovati on. 

(iv)  It is concerned with the marketability of the product in that it 

relates the product to its cales rr.arket in terms of both raw material 

r.upply and product demand. 

II. (c) Technological conditions for industrial design 

Industrial design is connected with the satisfaction of needs 

as far as these needs can be fulfilled by physical structures 

conventionally called "products".  In order to be able to fulfill 

these individual, collective or group needs, industrial design 

presupposes a technology of production (machinery, materials, labour 

force, methods of industrial organization, management techniques) and 

a technology of distribution (marketing including need analysis, 

product diversification, advertising, assortment policy, product evaluation, 

packaging). Without these two technologies industrial design cannot exist. 

II. (d) Product areas of industrial design 

Although the industrial designer deals with product innovation, 

it is not the total variety of industrial production he gets involved with. 

The division - taken from economics - between consumer goods and capital 

goods does not serve for purposes of industrial design. The decisive 

factor determining when and where industrial design could and should 

become involved differs from existing product taxonomies. 

The core of industrial design is formed by those products where there 

exists a direct perceptual and/or manipulative operative interaction between 

user and object. 

For thia reason, industrial design is of little importance when the 

design problem consìsta in the design of a transoceanic cable - though 

obviously that is an industrial product. 

For the same reason, industrial design is called upon or should 

be called upon when the design problem is 

a tractor seat 

a plough 

a tool 

a kitchen appliance 

a medical instrument 

a light source 
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a mi Ik container 

a food package 

a food-conservinc device 

a transportation equipment 

a toy 

a component for prefabricated horsing 

a device for educational purposes 

-    to name but a few products. 

The use qualities of this very br^ad spectrum of products are 

determined by a series of factors,   such as: 

comfort, 

simplicity of use, 

durability, 

functionality, 

safety, 

ease of cleaning, 

ease of maintenance and repair. 

These factors are related to costs which depend on technological 

factors,  such as: 

simple assembly, 

degree of standardization, 

tolerances, 

utilization of right production method, 

utilization of right material, 

finishing. 

II.(e)    What industrial design is not 

Prom these observations one conclusion can be drawn about what 

industrial design is not. 

Industrial design is not purely wrapping nice,  attractive, fancy new 

shapes around (supposedly) ugly products. 

Industrial design is not face-lifting. 

Industrial design is not  streamlining. 

Industrial design is not  "sexing up" out-dated unfashionable shapes. 
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Of  courre,   industrial  design can  le  all   thin,   and   it   would  le  naive 

•j o o-v. - ri ook or to deny  that   industrial   derif-n  is  not  practised   in  thin  way. 

Put   1MB orientation  is hardly adequate for developing countries,   and 

highly  questionable  in   industrialized  countries  (waste  of resources, 

ecological  crisis). 

1 Ï ! •     Industrial design  and  ncighbour^n/rjgoj^sjnons 

(a)       Tts relation to mechanical  engineering and marketing 

Industrial design  is not  only a multidisciplinar,   hut  also an 

interdisciplinary activity,   i.e.  an activity realized  in direct  interaction, 

and not only parallel  to other disciplines involved in the design process. 

Except  in rare cases (low-complexity products),   it  is not the industrial 

designer alone who designs the product  in splendid isolation and who 

could be considered as the only authority responsible for design. 

The industrial product,  contrary to the craft prodvet,  results from 

* team effort,   involving the participation of a number of other 

professions,   including design professions such as mechanical engineering. 

The direct professional neighbours of  industrial design,   especially 

in case of more complex products, are mechanical engineering and production 

engineering on the one side,   and marketing on the other side.    All 

these professions influence the final design of a product.    The industrial 

designer's share centres - as it has been mentioned before - around 

the use qualities,   including the formal qualities of products. 

The division between "guts designer" and "skin designer"  is wrong 

and misleading because there does not  exist a clear-cut borderline between 

inside and outside of an industrial product.    Structure and form 

represent,  or should represent,  a coherent whole,  and not a mix of 

separate,  often incompatible components. 

The difference between industrial  e'esign and mechanical engineering 

is not be to ueen in method (art versus science), but   in the emphasis 

put  on certain aspects of the design problem.    The industrial designer 

is dealing predominantly with non-quantifiable aspects of design problem- 

solving. 

(b)     Its relation to other desi,?! fields 

Often the omnibus term "design"  is used to cover a series of design 

specializations,  such as: 
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Graphic design 

"«hit) it ion ¡i^ign 

Packaging dt-sign 

Interior demgn 

Architectural  design 

Fashion design 
Arts and crafts design (and crafts Used design). 

Interior design is a discipline of its own.    The Game holds for 

architecture,  graphic design and fashion design. 

Packaging design lies on the borderline between graphic deeign 

which is concerned with the bi-dimensional  information on the package, 

and industrial design which is reeponsible for the three-dimensional 

shapt,  closure,  stackability,   etc.  of the package.     Indeed,   industrial 

design officea often deal with package design and  ICSID considers packaging 

as part of industrial design. 
Thus,  although industrial design primarily is concerned with the 

two areas,  Product design and Package design, there are intermediate 

areas of concern such as the design of architectural components which 

is a field where industrial design and architecture merge and exhibition 

design which is often viewed as part of industrial design activity. 

III.    (c) Arts and    crafts design 
Arts and crafts design is often,  especially in developing countries 

without technological  infrastructure,  considered a forerunner or 

preparatory step of industrial design,  and sometimes even  identified as 

the complete entity of  industrial design.    The latter is misleading. 

There is a distinguished difference between arts and crafts design 

•nd design for craft-baaed industries.      The former refers to piece by 

piece manufacture in area« such as pottery, weaving, weaving with 

cant and reed,  jewellery,  leather goods with simple technological means 

and work organization.    While the latter refers especially to china- 

ware and textiles, produced on industrial  scale,  with corresponding 

machinery and work organization.    These products may be included under 

the heading "Industrial design" but it would be a mistake to treat 

arts and crafts design as the only and primary strategy for developing 

countries.    The development potential of arts and crafts design  is quite 

limited.    Industrialization is precisely a way of overcoming arts 

and crafts manufacturing methods and remaining on that  level  leads to 

a seif-inflicted cut-off from development possibilities. 
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Tniustrial   df-Lign  rhould  be  u;;ed as  a  tool   an \he proof < E   of 

ITI iu: triali^feHon  of  developing rouniriei..     As a ratter  of  fact, 

ir.iuslrial  ck-EX^Ti  constitute?;  an   indit-pfcnr.able  instrument   for 

t ^¡eavours tc.'úxds developments. 

Im   importance - and the  necessity  to formulate  a design-pol icy 

in developing countries  - is based on the fact  that   it   can L>Ip  to 

ßolve the following problems: 

(i) Dependant   economies rely on the   import of manufactured goods 

(capital  goods,   consumer goods and  social  service goods for 

hospitals and schools;.    These imports exercise a negative 

influence on the already distorted balance of payments.     Hy 

developing and producing thtir own design» developing countries 

can use their hard currency reserves and incorr.es for productive 

purposes,   i.e. direct these financial resources to the    creation 

of a diversified technological infrastructure. 

(ii)      Products designed in developed countries do not  necessarily fit 

the requirements and needs of the developing countries.     For this 

reason it  is imperative that developing countries start  designing 

their own products which correspond to their specific needs and 

which can be manufactured with the help of existing technology, 

or technology not requiring heavy capital investment and 

preferably local raw materials. 

(iii)    In developing countries one of the most urgent problems to  solve 

is the creation of jobs in order to integrate the populition in 

productive activities.     Industrial design in developing countries 

could be directed towards the development  of  labour-intensive 

products,   instead of capital-intensive products which characterize 

the tendency of industrialized countries.    This  is important since 

the local labour market will have a shortage of qualified  labour 

force in manufacturing countries. 
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(îv)     Tcveloping countries  suffer  in  cenerai   frorr. the  f&/:t  a." on^-st  others 

that  their economies are not  diversified  and often existing production 

capacities of manufacturing industries are not  fully used  for the 

lack of  innovative designs.     Industrial design can help to promote 

full use of these production facilities and diversify  industrial  output. 

(v)       Industrial design as one type of technological  innovation is a 

very effective means for export promotion.    Internally developed 

designs with innovative character poséese an export potential, 

especially in regions where trade arrangements between various 

countries have been established,  particularly where the product 

design has been market oriented. 

(vi)    Industrial products,  or in terms of anthropology, material artefacts 

constitute an ever increasing portion of the man-made environment. 

They are an expression of a culture.    Every nation has to more or lesser 

degree its own cultural identity.    As far as industrial products form 

a part of a culture,  industrial design can help to create a cultural 

identity,  overcoming the stata of second-liand culture in developing 

countries. 

(vii) There does not appear to exist a historical law or pattern that 

industrialization and development must follow.    On the contrary, the 

ecological crisis caused by technology of "developed" countries 

raises the question whether it  is justified to call these technologies 

"developed".     Although industrial design is less concerned with the 

creation of new technologies than with the use of technologies to 

satisfy certain needs,  it may nevertheless stimulate the development 

of tlternative environmentally compatible technologie». 

(viii)lncome distribution is also on» of the serious and explosive problems 

of developing countries.    Often tht majority of the population is 

excluded from access to industrial products because these lie beyond 

the   range of their financial possibilities.        Industrial design 

could find one of it« noblest aims, and on« of its very few really 

worthwhile justifications, in developing products for the needs of 

the poor majorities. 
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(ix)        Developing  e ountries  r.«"Ml   1o  utilize  their   1 irr i t rrt   reeeew-cr   in   an 

optimal  rarmer with the   least warte porible.    They arc  not  well- 

advised when they  copy   life-styles  and product  assortants  of 

induct nal i/cd countries.     Confronted with the undeniable   scarcity  of 

n.eans,   the  formulation  of  product   policies  *nd  the definition of 

priorities lecorr.es nec.c-r::ary;    priorities which  needs are  to be 

satisfied   first,   and which  needs  are to Le  satisfied at  a  later stag« 

of higher development,   with a higher level   of productivity.    Rationalization 

and formulation  of product  assortment policies  could becorr.e  one of  the 

chief areas of  industrial  design  in developing countries. 

Industrial design is thus  important  for developing countries because 

it can help to solve nine basic problems: 

1. Relieving the balance of payment 

2. Fulfill  specific    requirements and needs of the relevant market 

3. Create new jobs 

4. Diversify the industrial output 

5. Create export markets 

6. Create cultural identity 

7. Stimulate the development  of alternative technologies 

8. Respond to the needs of the majorities 

9. Rationalize the output of  industrial production. 

V.    Possible fields of activity of industrial design in developing countries 

Although in general public  opinion industrial design is to a great 

extent associated with consumer goods,  there are many product areas in which 

industrial designers can become,   and already are,  active. 

These areas include for instance: 

Passenger transport equipment  (bicycles,   buses,  trains) 

Cargo transport  equipment  (trucks) 

Health equipment   (mobile operation rooms for rural areas,  Burgical  instruments) 

Educational equipment (school furniture,   kindergarten equipment,   educational toys) 

Agricultural machinery and tools 

Building components for low-cost  housing 

Machine tools for medium and  light  industry 

Food packages as well as methods for food distrimtion and conservation 

Low-cost  housing furniture 

Consul; <r durable  foods  of all   types. 



VI«     Sonc f!'r.f ral   rules for  industrial  design policy 

n.'.on a ueve ! op i r.; r..iniry  «tarta to work  in  the alüvc-ircr.1)' 

liBt    of    which  dcK.-c  not protend  to  be exhaustive,   it  might  be  uref'ul   to 

have  in mind the  following oli t-rvat ions concerning a design policy: 

(i)       industrial   denigri activity  in developing countries doec not  rean to 

develop cheap replicas or  low quality vert ions of existing dci-ignn 

developed   in  industrialised  countries.     Rather it reares a definí* ion 

and solution of the design problem in temm  of  existing (scarce) 

means and   (abundant) needs. 

(ii)    Design activity in developing    Duntries  should not derive  its 

standards  of  evaluation from  industrialized countries;     but   should 

take its points of reference  frc" its own reality.    Only that  reality 

can yield  standards of evaluation for design efforts made  in developing 

countries. 

(iii) Generally  it would not be viable to aim at  complete design autarchy 

in developing countries.    Therefore it becomes necessary to establish 

priorities of design projects or design areas according to their 

global  social benefits and development potential (multiplier-effect). 

(iv)    When exercising design transfer as one type of technology transfer 

one can follow two strategies» 

a) The imported foreign design is adapted to the technological 

possibilities of the developing countries,  without sacrificing 

qualities of uneability.     This adaptation requires redesign taking 

into account technological  resources and parameters.    Machinery, 

materials,   level  of execution,  possible tolerances,  labour force, 

volume of production existing or attainable  in the relevant  country. 

The aim is to reproduce a foreign design with  existing resources 

which requires modifications.     Because of the redesign,   the  idea 

of fast and  easy copying of foreign designs  is an illusion. 

b) The imported foreign design is adapted to the functional 

requirements and context-specific needs of the developing country. 

This adaptation implies a new formulation of performance specifications 

and may  lead to major modifications of the existing design,   and even to i 

development  of a new product. 
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It  is  important  to note th-it   in both rases the foreign d« ;• i gn  ftrvts 

as a starting point,   and  not,   as  in nere copying,   un  a  t«ir   -al   point. 

In adapting designs the  adapting country need*  to errate  a   r,¡3"ity 

for innovative work which helps to reduce its  state  of d< ¿ • r i< nee. 

ThiB practice  is the opposite  of  reproductive technology  transfer  as 

in licenses  or use of royalty   schemes. 

(v)        Design transfer  in the form  of  soft-ware or know-how,   especially 

design methodology  should be  made  in a flexible way,   i.e.   the 

software  of   industrialized  countries should be adapted to the 

needs and contingencies of  the developing countries,   and  not  vice 

versa.    Otherwise design know-how would tend to become supenrrposed 

on a reality which cannot assimilate the transferred knowledge. 

Design transfer both as hardware and software from industrialized 

countries to developing countries without modifications is hardly 

possible and  would cause counterproductive effects. 

(vi)      Developing countries which want to use industrial  design as a 

strategy for development need to assign highest priority to the 

training of  local manpower resources in the areas of s 

Design management 

Design research 

Design projects. 

The second priority refers to the logistical  support,  especially equipment 

of prototype workshops and   laboratories with adequate machinery ami 

equipment  of design offices. 

VII.    The specific differences in the role of industrial design in developing 
countries and  industrialized countries 

(a)    The situation of industrial design in industrialized countries 

Generallyf   industrial design in  industrialized countries has at  its 

disposal a sophisticated technology with a great variety of materials, 

manufacturing processes and skilled   labour.    Furthermore,   there exists 

a highly diversified market structure,  with a great variety of subtle 

consumer preferences. 

The rate of obsolescence, both  technological  and psychological,   is 

usually very high.     In these "eeonorries of alur.dancc"  industrial  design 

has a decisive share  in the creation of formal (aesthet ical, visual) 

innovation,  especially of consumer goods - a role when more and more gets 

criticised by a growing number of members of the profer.rion.    This 
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critical attitude holds that formal innovation with its high turn-over 

of n.i-rchandice has to be checked because of ecological consiJ> r il ions, 

not to mention  social considerations. 

Thus enterprises and corporate  organizations   in  industrialized 

countries use  industrial design as an instrument   in their comprehensive 

strategy of growth. 

In corporate planning industrial design plays  an important role, 

co-ordinating the many different manifestations of  an enterprise in 

the market place and the general public.    These "mcBcages" which 

build up the corporate image,  can be emitted by the firm's products, 

interior and exterior architecture,  packaging,  fr&phics of stationary, 

vehicles,  advertising,  etc.    These components altogether create the 

so-called house-style or corporate Btyle. 

Industrial design in industrialized countries  finds itself in a 

situation where the relation between means (technology) and needs 

(demand) is precisely the opposite of developing countries.    In the 

former the volume of needs is smaller than the volume of productive 

forces or means,  whereas in developing countries the volume of needs 

is bigger than the capacity of the productive forces. 

VII. (b)    The different approach to industrial design in developing countries 

The fundamental difference between the two opposite contexts implies, 

of course, a different approach to industrial design in developing countries. 

The different approach can be described as followss 

(i)     Concerning the importance attributed to formal aspects: 

though undoubtedly important,  and hardly to be eliminated from 

any industrial design effort,  formal factors play a secondary 

role in developing countries compared with industrialized countries 

which can afford to indulge in aesthetical  innovation and sophistication. 

Thus "Good Design" has a secondary place in developing countries 

unless export marketing is envisaged. 

(ii)   Concerning costs»      if industrial design is aiming at the satisfaction 

of needs of the poor majorities,   it  is exposed to heavy economical 

constraints.    Therefore the problem is:    How to get a good,  and 

not  shabby,  use value at  low cost and low price*.      Generally the 
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flexibility  of  the price  range   in   industria] i;-ed  i'o.ntnt:;   in 

bigger  than  in  developing countries. 

( i•; i) Concerning technological   resources^    Tme to the  lack of a 

technological   infrastructure,   the range of rr.-vterials,  manufacturing 

processes and  skilled labour force on the use of which the 

industrial deiner can draw,   is  quite limited.     Tniusirial  d»-: ign 

in developing countries  is forced  to work under "inperfect"  an-j 

restricted conditions. 

(iv) Concerning the production volume:     Developing countries  often 

have rather limited markets whereas  industrialized countries  can 

count  on enormous markets.     The use of certain technologies 

is only economical when there is a great  output and a market 

potential which can absorb the products.    Industrial design  in 

developing countries must therefore consider market limitations 

and possible economies of scale. 

(v) Concerning use value:    The scarcity of means imposes the  search 

for a maximum of use value for a relative minimum of costs.    That 

does not mean design of cheapest products.    "Cheap" designs are not 

necessarily products with least  cost.    They result often from 

false economies. 

(vi) Concerning utilization of resources;  The restricted resources  of 

developing countries require a rational approach which guarantees 

their optimal utilization.    Concern for total social benefit  of 

design activities is a pre-requisite.    Any error made in this 

field weighs much more heavily than ii industrialized countries. 

(vii)        Concerning ecological  implications:    Countries not yet  industrialized 

still have the possibility,  at  least theoretically, to opt for a 

different pattern of industrialization which pnys attention to 

ecological compatability and which contains built-in preventive 

measures against environmental  sell-out. 

(viii)      Concerning food problems:    Populations of a great part  of developing 

countries do not receive sufficient food,  neither in quantity nor 

in quality,  especially protein-rich food.    Design imagination and 

design effort might focus on the solution of this basic problem; 

production and conservation of more and better food for hundreds 

of millions of people.     Industrial  design can contribute to the 

solution of this problem by devo! oprrent   of adequate tools  and 

ra-lintry for Agriculture,   arid   \x.  1 he  í'u;ur<   ¿ . v' -.rr  h ; ;c- 

farming  or  other  nut;h   i i.nevfet i onF. 
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Mill.    Settings  Tor industrial„design working fxoups 

Industrial  riesig becomes moût  effective when included as part  of 

a product  development team.     With  increasing complexity  of dewier» 

problerris  it  becomes more and more necessary to work on an  interdisciplinary 

team Varus.     The practice of "one man one-off jobs"  is fit for only 

low-complexity problems. 

A product  development team  is comprised typically  of  représentatives 

of engineering sciences 

behavioural  sciences 

management  sciences 

marketing 

industrial design 

consumer representatives 

worker representatives. 

For instance, when the problem is the design of hospital equipment, 

medical doctors and technical personnel from hospitals should be 

included ir       the team|    or in case of design of agricultural machinery 

the collaboration of agronomists cannot be missed. 

Furthermore,  other participants may be representatives of the 

project sponsor,  for instance export officials,  officials of a ministry 

of industry,   etc. 

There are four different  institutional settings in which industrial 

design can be exercised as a profession: 

1. Private industrial design studios (freelance design). 

2. Industrial design as a part of a product development team in a 

manufacturing firm. 

3. Industrial design exercised in a faculty of the university. 

4. Industrial design in a government institute or government 

agency,  preferably with  industry participation. 

The first  alternative requires a certain volume of demand for 

industrial design and financial resources in the industries.    Often 

medium and small  scale industries,  which prevail  in developing countries, 

cannot afford to invest  in technological  innovation.    The exiBtence of 

freelance design  studios may not be possible within the  commercial 

structure of a developing country. 
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The  second  alternative is only feasible  for an enterprise winch 

can afford to finance an  in-plant permanent   B.aff for product  ii. vc ic;>• ,< r.t . 

A team of this kind requires a certain "critical n.H:;u" Wore   it  can 

become effective otherwise it would not work  on an ir.terdiscplinary 

basis.    While this critical mass n,ay not be   large the requirement 

exists but may be overcome by suitable training of designers from 

the appropriate discipline. 

The third alternative suffers from the difficulty of linking 

universities to immediate and urgent problems  or  industry which o-ten 

require in-plant work.    The organization of  a university faculty 

or department  dealing with  industrial  design  or generally product development, 

must be very flexible in order to permit  effective work. 

The fourth alternative seems to be the most promising way to organize 

industrial design working groups in developing countries.    As has been 

mentioned before, medium and small scale industries generally do not 

have sufficient budget to finance industrial  design activities as part 

of technological innovation.    Often they do not consider it  their task 

to invest  in technological  innovation.     In that case it  is the government 

which could assume the responsibility to pronote and finance industrial 

design activities.     It  is also at this  level  where international 

agencies could become effective. 

Depending on the specific circumstances,   industrial design 

activities could be exercised under the responsibility of the ministry 

of economics,  or ministry of foreign trade,   or ministry of  industry. 

Furthermore there may be created specialized product development learns 

for certain product  sectors,  such as agriculture,  housing or health. 

IX.    Promotion of industrial design in developing countries 

(a)    Information 
Since industrial design should be used as a tool for development 

the first pre-requisite to be fulfilled is to clear ideas about the role 

and function of industrial design. 

Consequently,     the first  step of  introducing and/or promoting 

industrial design would consist of making available information about 

the nature of the activity. 

Without  information about  industrial  design there cannot  be well- 

defined  objectives for assistance programmes  and design policies. 
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The  information should  V,e directed towards: 

£OV<>riiTi(rit  aft noies 

università es 

industry (management) 

general  public. 

Appropriate methods  ehould be used to communicate  information 

about  industrial  design to the different  "receivers".     Typical channels 

of communication are: 

expositions 

booklets 

films 

audio-visual programmes 

TV programmes 

seminars 

conferences. 

The information should be geared to the specific  interests of 

the audiences and cover the following items: 

1. History of industrial design 

2. Definition of  industrial design 

3. Functions and objectives of industrial design 

4. Institutional  settings 

5. Work method (methodology) of  industrial design 

6. Case studies of product development 

7. Sources of information about  industrial design (bibliography) 

8. Professional practice 

9. Education of industrial designer* 

IX. (b)    Logistical  support for design promotion and information 

In many industrialized countries governments have created Design Centres. 

Their purpose is basically design promotion,  and they use the following 

methods: 

1. Organization of exhibitions 

2. Organization of permanent shows of  selected products 

3. Organization of       design indicée  (detailed information about products 

of various industrial sectors) N. 

4«    Organization of conferences 

5-    Organization of yearly awards for achievements  in the field of  industrial 

design 

6. Orfani rat ion  of   working r.^Mnars  and  (h^ifr. worV rtiops 

7. Oif ..':; : at ion  of   a   r -j.er lai 1 ; ed   library 
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8. Organization of a slide collection 

9. Publication of a journal dealing with  industrial cesión 

Furthermore these  Design Centres may work  as advisers for   inquiry 

and  as  liaison points for contact with  international  organizations, 

euch as ICSID. 

Apart from these two main functions,  to infortì- and  promote 

Design Centres may offer  industrial design services to industry. 

This point s very important for developing countries,  because design 

promotion without design services could easily cause frustrations and 

even have counter-productive effects.    Industry might  recognize the 

role of  industrial design and be willing to introduce it  into its 

policies;    but this requires the availability of  industrial designers. 

IX.  (b)    Training of industrial designers 

One of the main handicaps of developing countries consists  in the 

lack of  skilled industrial design personnel.    Therefore high priority 

must be assigned to the training of industrial designers in developing 

countries.    Industrial development programmes and projects should 

answer this need. 

Today general agreement does not exist about the question of where 

industrial design should be taught.    Until thore is a design university 

created which embraces all design specializations (both vertically 

and horizontally) every solution will be a "patch" solution. 

Industrial design is taught today at the following institutions: 

Academies of Pine Arts 

Schools of Applied Arts 

Departments or Schools of Architecture 

Institutes of Technology (Generally as a course in mechanical engineering) 

Polytechnical Schools 

Schools or Institutes for Design 

Faculties or Departments for Environmental Design. 

Content (curricui van), methods of teaching (didactics) and general 

orientations of industrial design education are  still controversial issues 

which will have to be settled in the future.    But taking into account 
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that industrial design is a profeixion exercised in a technological 

environnent (industry) it should alno be taught in a t^çta olor ^al- 

en i f-nt i fie ^durational environment, with corresponding orientation. 

Only  in  that v.ay can it become a serious and  effective tool  for 

devi optent. 
While  it   is realized  that riesign training  is  in the process 

of  evolution,   the developing countries  should  participate in existing 

courses  in order to ensure that  the curricula would e-ventually  include 

their  requirements as well as those of  the developed countries. 

Scholarships given to students in developing countries in order 

to study in industrialized countries can be useful to a certain degree 

when they are linked to specific problems which have to be solved in 

developing countries,  e.g.  design of agricultural machinery.     In that 

respect  educational institutions of industrialized countries tre not 

well prepared, because study programmes do not  (and hardly can) at 

present  correspond to the needs and realities  of developing countries. 

Industrial design study programmes which pretend to "help" the developing 

world have in the best case an ideological function and serve more for 

calming the bad conscience or discontent with consumer society of students and 

professors in industrialized countries.    Their practical value for developing 

countries is nil, because design solutions for developing countries can 

only be found and worked out within the developing countries,  and not be 

imported from outside. 

Furthermore,  it might occur that the student gets alienated from 

his own country by succumbing to the advanced technologies and working 

conditions of industrialized countries. 

IX (d).    Industrial design in technical assistance programmes 

International agencies such as UNIDO concerned with industrial 

development can become an effective channel to introduce and implement 

industrial design activitiec in developing countries by the initiation 

of suitable programmes. 

Within the framework of these industrial development programmes 

and projects industrial designers could contribute their know-how in the 

different phases of the product development process,   for example; 
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(i) The detection  ana formulation  of  needs.    Definition of an 

industrial design policy for certain  industrial branches. 

(ii) Formulation  of  the design tank brief with performance  tpecif icati o :is 

and financial,   technological,   social  and cultural  constraints 

which define  the decision cpace  in which the design (solution 

has to be found. 

(iii)       Analysis of  existing de^ifn rolutions and evaluation. 

(iv) Development   of  possible lasic  alternatives to solve the problem. 

(v) Critical  evaluation and selection  of the most promising alternative 

(or alternatives). 

(vi)        Detailing of  the selected alternative in terms of ergonomics, 

technical and formal details;     finish,  colour,  product graphics,   etc, 

(viii)    Construction of models and prototypes. 

(ix)        Adaptation of  the design proposal  to particular production facilities. 

By working on the  solution of real design problems in developing 

countries, the industrial design expert  should train counterpart personnel. 

Furthermore,  he can give industrial design appreciation lectures 

and courses to other design professions such as engineering and management. 

He may give assistance for the establishment of prototype workshops and 

for the promotion of  industrial design. 

Apr.rt from assistance in design projects,  emphasis should be put 

on design management  and design research.    All three  specializations 

within the field of  industrial design should be promoted, because they 

depend mutually on each  other. 

Design management  without design projects becomes a mere 

bureaucratic pastime. 

Design research within design projects becomes a mere academical 

pastime. 

Design projects without design research and design management 

become mere routine work without innovation and implementation. 



x•    The role  of   1CSID 

10S1D  (International Council   of  "onetien  of  Indurtrial   "crien) 

as an organisation represent ine  the professi oral  ordinizaiions  from 

courrier all   over the world could offer arni stance to WIPO  in the 

following areas: 
(i)    Preparation  of  information and promotion material  about   industrial 

design for developing countries. 

(ii) Formulation of  industrial  -osign development progranrec  and projects. 

(iii) Organization of seminare al out  inìu^tnal  dreien  in developing oountries. 

(iv) Transmit   reauestB for specialised personnel to the national  industrial 

design societies, 

(v)    Establish contact with qecialists  in countries not yet  formally 

represented  in ICSID and  inform 1JNDI0 about the situation of industrial 

design in those countries, 

(vi)  Inform UN I DC about  industrial design education and  courses which might 

be of use  foi   otudents of developing countries, 

(vii) Co-ordinate information about  industrial design projects and industrial 

design research relevant  for developing countries. 

( vi ii) Preparation of specialized technical literature concerning industrial 

design. 
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ANNKX 

Dcripn  of a  re^d  Fowmr machine 

At  first  the problem corditi ed  of Captin/r ar.  imported  rowing machine 

to the technological   (production)  fecilities   in Chile.    However,   a 

dpt«.il*a  analysis of + he  ure  qualities of  the   importe- cadine showed that 

the "model" product did not   fulfil     e  «ries  of derisive  requirements 

cf the oo-ontry: 

(i)     Imported machines are decigned  for use  of  r.ynthetic powder fertilizer, 

whereas in Chile farmers are using granular fertilizer from the 

northern deserts.    The feed control mechanism of the  imported design 

does not work with granular grain fertilizers, 

(ii) Chilean afc-rononistE  recommended that the fertilizer should be 

located neither above,   nor below,  but  at  45° ^low *he seed-    Bo 

imported sowing machine responded to that  special requirement. 

The definition of the  Hot of requirements took about two months. 

Once formulated the design brief started on the development  of the two 

"strategic" sub-systems.    Passing through five different alternatives 

experimentally proven with prototypes,  the final solution of the two 

subsystems was reached. 
After that the remaining rucsystems were designed.     It  took ten 

ironthB from the first  scratch to the finished prototype. 

The project was carried out by two industrial designers and 

two mechanical engineers (recent graduates from Chilean universities), 

without any previous experience in the field of agricultural machinery. 

The only imported components are the roller bearings.    The annual 

savings in foreign exchange currency amount  to 600.000 US dollar«. 
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Design °f   ^owT££S.lJlHilV'ture 

There  did  not   exist  a  bin.ple,   functional   and  economical   ¡-t-t   of 

furniture  for  low-cost  housing  in Chile.     The  general  curari one   of 

traditional furniture proved to be  incompatible with the architecture 
2 

of  lovfcost housing (groundplans with 36 m  ,, 

The first  task was to define the pieces which  chould fora part  of 

the system (table,  bed - also starkable -,  chair,   *tora£t unit,   night 

table,  chair for children). 

Then the dimensions of the different   furniture pieces wire  estall irr. ed 

according to ergonomical   standards and modular co-ordination BC.herc.es. 

Wood and materials derived from wood,  as well as sample production 

processes were given as constraints. 

The aim was a good-quality product  at  low price.    This was achieved 

by using dried pine wood and standardized components which permit  easy 

assembly. 
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Design of  a wholesale j .acV.rigi nç  of  e>^r 

In  Zambia about  one million  ef*g  trays p'>r ar.r.'ur   are   i <  ; i i r •• Ì   Tor 

distribution to  rat i sfy  the  needs  pen» rated  by  a  v.ucv ;-.: fui   t %, ;i !,-.. • ;,t 

campaign.     The  egg trays were   imported.     'Die  i;iea  to ur.e   < o-    «rcially 

available packaging equipment proved unf ear, i ble.     Furthermore so.-.vest losai 
ftC£ trays made of paper pulp have the great disadvantage  that  tr,e :iarKS 

have to be put  into closely fitting cardboard boxes or wooden crates. 

The main feature of the new  egg tray design  is that   these boxes or 

crates are no longer required,     hinpty volume transportation can be 

reduced by as much as 40/45 Per cent   because the new denigri maker? the 

trays inter- ocking. 

The next  step was to design and build a machine to make them.    After 

preliminary investigation of a variety of waste materials  available 

in dependant countries - i'rom bagasse to elephant  grass  -  it  was decided 

to use ordinary waste paper as it   is usually readily available and the 

pulping process involved is relatively simple. 

After several months of research work a prototype machine has been 

made and tested.    At the same time a drier 35 feet  in length was made. 

The output of the whole plant  is around 300.000 units a year. 

The machine uses local labour, and local waste paper. Moreover, 

with different moulds a wide variety of other paper pulp articles can 

be produced. 
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DfeFJ^n of a lunch box 

A lunch box for carrying food from hone to work is a commonly 

used product in a city puoh as Bombay,  liiere are regular organizations 

which undertake the work of collecting these boxes from the hou;;es of 

individuals and delivering them at their working places. 

In the existing design the outside box is rr.ade of galvanized iron 

sheet and the inside container is made of aluminium. The inside container 

normally gets corroded in the course of time. The food gets cold in these 

boxes.  The identical round containers do not provide sufficient flexibility for 

different kinds of food. 

An analysis was made about the standard facility required for typical 

Indian food.  Sizes and shapes of the containers were designed accordingly. 

A separate flat container is incorporated for items such as chapathi 

or papad which have to be kept dry. The exterior cover and interior 

container are made of injection moulded polypropylene with themiocole in 

between for insulation. This keeps the food hot for four to five hours. 

The cost of the product comes within the range of the buying capacity 

of the average consumer. 
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Design of a post box 

The newly designed post box  in  Tndia provides easy  identification 

through  itB rhape and  colour écheme.     The height of the mouth of the 

letter box permits comfortable posting.    A  separate plastic bag inside 

the post  box protects the letters  in monsoon.     The  letters can be cleared 

easily by taking out the plastic bag.     The clearing operation has been 

simplified  so that one-handed  operation of tne post man is possible. 

The box  is made of  steel  sheet.     It is  formed by press work  us-ing 

standard dies.    The box  can be easily dtM.uunled  from the base for 

re-painting or maintenance. 

The box  is made of  steel  sheet.     It is formed by press work  using 

standard dies.    The box can be easily demounted from the base for 

re-painting or maintenance. 

Comparison between existing design (left  side) and new design 

(right side). 

• •• 1   4'    .    • 



D e sign  of  equipment  for k irviijrg/ii/t ens 

The problem consisted  of  developing an  equipment   i;yctem  for  about 

two hunired kindergaitens throughout Chile,   since there was no functional 

equipment with good erponoit.ical  qualities and  of moderate cost  available. 

Fnrnarily wood was used  but  in  some cases metal tubes were utilized.    Kith 

the help of a questionnaire the  type  of equipment necessary for children 

between 45 days and five years  of  age was established.    As no ergonomical 

data existed measurements were made  of about   300 children,   especially 

to determine the dimensions of  chairs and tables. 

The system comprises the following pieces: 

chair (in two different  heights),   tables for 4,  6 and  8 children  in 

different  shapes,   storage unit,   working bench,   siesta-bed,  baby 

bed,   bed for small children;    table for medical  examination,   for changing 

diapers;   and furniture for administrative personnel. 

r •, •*. ^*" ' $s »*'" 
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Housing for an electronical desk-calculating machine 

This product will be manufactured  in relatively small  Genes (1,000 

units per annum).    Therefore the design had to rely on simple production 

methods (no high-cost injection dies,   etc.).    The chassis had to 

permit easy assembly and checking of electronical components. 

The housing consists of five pieces (four pieces of beri   metal  sheet  - 

all  bending radiuses are the  same -,  and one aluminium die-cast piece). 

The keys of the keyboard are imported. 

Colours:     orange for upper and  lower part of the housing;    dark-brown 

for keyboard,   front part which serves as a hand support and back cover. 
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Ec ùiiomîcal   chinaware set 

Tradional  china sets  in Chile are quite expensive due to the high 

variety of  different pieces (usually 25 in number).    Furthermore,   existing 

sete are designed with very little concern for functional characteristics. 

The number of  different pieces in the new design has been reduced to 

nine,  thus reducing drastically production costs by rationalizing 

production lines.     The set  is stackable using a "step"-form and inter- 

changeable parts (modular co-ordination). 

The set permits different types of decoration,  but  is especially 

apt for line-decoration. 
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Record-player 

The tank was to develop a new product   ina¿;e not  <)<-i:v="i  fro"   other 

portable products Buch as attache cases.    Trie was achieved  by integrating 

a "handle"  in the lower side of  the housing.     Trie top of the hewing is 

used ae  a resonance  amplifier avoiding the tran: mi HE i on of vibrations 

between main chassis and loud-rpeaker.    The   subdivision line between 

top and bottom of the housing is  determined  by technical reasons (rroulding 

without  additional moving parts). 

Material:    ABS or high-impact polystyrene. 

Colours!     Plastic parts:    mustard-yellow;     metal  sheet for diec plates 

charcoal grey. 
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Pìytic  Vox l'or t rapport  of pe.if'ooa 

Imported designs do not meet   jr.r-r requirements,   especially 

dimmruonally.    Vhe présent wood boxes have a series of dira-ivantages, 

particularly:-    nails and wood  splinters which  cause  injuries to the 

fishermen,     accumulation of dirt,   difficulty  in cleaning,  water 

absorption,   impossibility of formation of  safe stacks,   inability 

to offer volume reduction during empty-state transport,  Vad presentation 

at point  of  sale and   iow number of  use-cycles. 

Therefore it was decided to use  high-density   inject ion-roulded 

polyethylene,  taking  into account that the box,   apart  from fishing 

on an industrial scale,   is also used  in wall Voats.    The hexagonal  shape 

is determined by an ergonomical factor:    ease of  handling. 
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Opérât ion room for a KIS (Kanarement  Information Syptem) 

Traditional  (pre-cybernetical) management  technique  tuff er ir or. a 

series  of  short-comings,   the most   severe Leing that they  do not  permit 

rapid access and efficient premutation of relevant  information  (uFually 

there  is an  information overload  for managers),   which forms a pre-requiPite 

for rational  decision making on the three levels  of programing  planning 

and formative planning. 

A  team  of oO  specialists (economists,   operation research,   industrial 

engineers,  mathematicians,  computer scientists)  developed a new KIS 

which serves for planning the Chilean economy and   industry,   especially 

the enterprises under government  and worker control.    The task  of the 

industrial design team was to create an interface for this information 

system which would correspond to the new management and  planning approach. 

The operation room,  kind of industrial headquarters,  contains a series 

of projection screens and animated displays,  and control  chairs with an 

integrated key-board for access to select the colour-slides (1,200 per 

level of recursion).    The graphic design included the preparation of 

a manual with rules for codifying the visual  informations projected on 

the screens. 






